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1 What is EBM+?
What is EBM?

Evidence based medicine is the conscientious, explicit, and judicious use of cur-
rent best evidence in making decisions about the care of individual patients. (Sack-
ett et al., 1996)

Hierarchies of evidence make the evaluation of evidence explicit:

• Clinical studies (CSs) are graded according to how well they establish a correlation.

Non-CS evidence of mechanisms tends to be either:

• Ignored, or

• Relegated to the bottom of the hierarchy.



Figure 1: SUNY Downstate Medical Center.



Figure 2: Oxford Centre for Evidence-Based Medicine 2011 Levels of Evidence (OCEBM Levels
of Evidence Working Group, 2011).



EBM+ is a research programme which seeks to explore why and how evidence of mecha-
nisms should be treated alongside evidence of correlations in evidence-based medicine.



2 Who are we?
Currently, EBM+ has two projects related to evidence of mechanisms:

Evaluating evidence in medicine. Funded by the UK Arts and Humanities Research Coun-
cil. Kent, UCL, Amsterdam, Cambridge, Leiden, NICE and IARC.

Grading evidence of mechanisms in physics and biology. Funded by the Leverhulme
Trust. Kent.

You can find us at http://ebmplus.org.

http://ebmplus.org


Project team:

Brendan Clarke. Lecturer in History and Philosophy of Medicine, University College London

Donald Gillies. Emeritus Professor of Philosophy of Science and Mathematics, University
College London

Mike Kelly. Recently retired as Director of the Public Health Excellence Centre, NICE

Phyllis Illari. Lecturer in the History and Philosophy of Science, University College London

Charlie Norell. Impact and Public Engagement Coordinator, University College London

Veli-Pekka Parkkinen. Research Associate, University of Kent

Federica Russo. Assistant Professor in Philosophy, University of Amsterdam

Beth Shaw. Chair, Guidelines International Network Aid Knowledge Working Group, and
NICE

Kurt Straif. Head of IARC Monographs, International Agency for Research on Cancer

Jan Vandenbroucke. Professor of Clinical Epidemiology, University of Leiden

Christian Wallmann. Research Associate, University of Kent

Michael Wilde. Research Fellow in Medical Methodology, University of Kent

Jon Williamson. Professor of Reasoning, Inference and Scientific Method, University of Kent

Also PhD students and other consortium members.



3 Why take evidence of mechanisms seriously?
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Clarke, B., Gillies, D., Illari, P., Russo, F., and Williamson, J. (2014). Mechanisms and the
evidence hierarchy. Topoi, 33(2):339–360.



4 How can one take evidence of mechanisms seriously?
Procedure:

1. Identify evidence of mechanisms in the literature.

2. Evaluate evidence of mechanisms.

3. Use evidence of mechanisms to evaluate efficacy and external validity.

Parkkinen, V.-P., Wallmann, C., Wilde, M., Williamson, J., Clarke, B., Illari, P., Kelly, M., and
Russo, F. (2017). Evaluating evidence of mechanisms in medicine: a handbook for practi-
tioners. http://ebmplus.org/handbook-practitioners-beta-version/. Version 0.1.

http://ebmplus.org/handbook-practitioners-beta-version/


4.1 Identify evidence of mechanisms in the literature
Examples of sources of evidence of mechanisms in medicine:

Direct manipulation: e.g., in vitro experiments
Direct observation: e.g., biomedical imaging, autopsy, case reports
Clinical studies: e.g., RCTs
Confirmed theory
Analogy: e.g., animal experiments
Simulation: e.g., agent-based models

Often harder to find evidence of mechanisms in the literature than evidence of correlation.

• Database indexing practices for mechanistic studies tend to be unsystematic.

• This contributes to the tendency to overlook non-CS evidence of mechanisms.



Nevertheless, evidence of mechanisms can be obtained systematically:

1. Scoping and identifying a general mechanism hypothesis;

2. Formulating a number of review questions on the basis of this hypothesis, and using
these review questions to search the literature;

3. Identifying the evidence most relevant to the mechanism hypothesis by refining the
results of this search;

4. Presenting the evidence of mechanisms.



4.2 Evaluate evidence of mechanisms
Consider the following questions:

• How well-established and understood are the methods by which the evidence was pro-
duced?

• Can the item of evidence be produced by many independent methods?

• Are the model systems that are used in experimental research representative of hu-
mans?

• Can the mechanism be observed operating in many different background contexts?



Quality level Interpretation Status of claim
High Further research is highly unlikely

to have a significant impact on
our confidence in the truth of the
claim.

If this level of confidence is suf-
ficiently high, the claim is estab-
lished. If it’s sufficiently low, the
claim is ruled out.

Moderate Further research is moderately
unlikely to have a significant im-
pact on our confidence in the
truth of the claim.

If the level of confidence is sufficiently
high, the claim is provisionally estab-
lished or provisional. If it’s suffi-
ciently low, the claim is provisionally
ruled out.

Low Further research is moderately
likely to have a significant impact
on our confidence in the truth of
the claim.

If the claim is clearly more plausible
than not then it is arguably true or
arguable. Respectively, arguably
false.

Very low Further research is highly likely
to have a significant impact on
our confidence in the truth of the
claim.

The claim is speculative.



4.3 Use evidence of mechanisms to evaluate efficacy and external
validity

Efficacy. The status of a causal claim is the minimum of the status of a correlation claim
and the status of a mechanistic claim.

EG If a correlation is arguable but a mechanism is provisionally ruled out, then the causal
claim itself is provisionally ruled out.

External validity. Need to consider:

• Evidence for efficacy obtained directly on the target population,

• Evidence for efficacy in the study population,

• Evidence of similarity of mechanisms between study and target populations.





Conclusion

• Evidence of mechanisms ought to inform medical decision making.

• Although it’s more subtle than dealing just with clinical studies, one can in practice
take evidence of mechanisms into account.

What next?

• Take a look at http://ebmplus.org.

• Please email me at j.williamson@kent.ac.uk if you have a comment or you’d like to get
involved.

http://ebmplus.org
mailto:j.williamson@kent.ac.uk
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